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abstraction-refinement [407].
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[531, 361, 534]. activity [522, 472].
[359, 80, 481, 242, 171]. bus [18]. business [356, 284, 472].


CoDec [304]. collision [519]. color [274].


combinational [61]. combined [537].


communicating [208, 392]. communication [15, 137, 454, 346].

compact [138]. comparative [402].

Comparison [97, 466, 185, 315]. compilation [27]. compiled [148].

complement [136]. completeness [318].

complex [330, 195]. compliance [416].


Components [255]. Composable [255]. composed [408]. Composition [254, 296].

Compositional [235, 462, 246, 125, 475, 381].

compositionality [76]. compositions [399].

Computational [184, 180]. computer [336, 141, 142]. computer-aided [142].

computer-assisted [141]. computing [73].

concatenation [459]. concepts [6, 3].

conceptual [355]. concurrency [78, 420, 441]. concurrency-related [420].

concurrency-specific [441]. concurrent [72, 362, 168, 260, 484, 169, 275, 502, 532].
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configuring [284]. conflict [108].

conformance [515, 44]. Congestion [281].


construction [470, 147, 214, 549].
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Coverage-biased [430]. Covering [138].
CPN [260, 265]. Crawlability [397].
cross-product [404]. CSP [487, 358]. CTL [249, 175, 88, 42]. CTL* [290].
CTL-property [249]. cube [215]. current [245]. CVT [27].

Data
[382, 380, 138, 543, 448, 484, 40, 215, 151, 121].
Data-abstraction [382]. dataflow [164].
Datagram [281]. Debugging
[496, 403, 362, 388, 105]. deciding [501].
Decision
[328, 380, 326, 55, 325, 392, 182, 311, 58].
defect-prone [398]. defence [283]. defined [503]. definitely [201]. delta [403].
dependencies [414]. depth [289].
depth-first [289]. Description
[255, 252, 101, 545]. descriptions [77, 280].
Design [249, 60, 238, 517, 357, 473, 293, 335, 106, 68, 465, 113, 95, 474, 11, 70, 36, 3, 295].
designs [109, 250]. desktop [398].
Detecting [53, 392]. detection
[517, 484, 96, 399, 108, 394, 379, 508].
determinization [178]. developer
[506]. devices [299, 142, 510]. diagnosis
[496]. diagram [328]. diagrams
[380, 56, 460, 55, 522, 311, 58, 120]. digital
[509]. Directed [321, 137, 167].
Discovering [282]. discrete [7]. distance
[321, 219]. distance-preserving [321].
[109]. distribution [175, 264, 195]. distributions [549]. diversity [450].
divider [104]. document [145].
documents [539]. Domain [436, 381, 410].
Domain-specific [436]. domains [268, 425].
Don’t [359]. doors [519]. Driven
[540, 486, 258, 526]. during [465]. Dynamic
[535, 342, 158, 84, 168, 399, 485, 73, 365].

E-LOTOS [18]. early [465]. Easy [78].
Eclarc [462]. Eclipse [354]. Eclipse-based
[354]. Eddy [320]. Editor
[20, 64, 90, 71, 152, 100, 395, 331].
Editorial [1]. editors [111, 146, 241]. education
[29, 503]. educational [72]. effective [502].
effectiveness [288, 285]. effects [545].
efficiency [288]. Efficient [203, 93, 105, 230, 157, 133, 58, 286, 151, 359, 17, 220].
electronic [299, 280, 3]. embeddable [364].
emulated [225]. Encoding [336, 149]. end
[196, 475]. end-of-production [196].
end-to-end [475]. enforce [444].
engineering
[539, 457, 104, 140, 302, 242, 304, 81, 295, 269].
enhancing [354]. enriched [212].
environment [77, 63, 486, 105, 354, 428].
environments [196]. equation [204].
equations [32]. ERLANG [112, 134, 411].
Error [219, 153]. errors [394]. Estimating
[237, 356]. Estimation [468, 465]. ETI
[4, 5]. evaluate [370]. Evaluating
[402, 288]. Evaluation [376, 383, 60, 544].
event [238, 360, 282, 528, 387, 336]. event-B
[360, 387]. event-condition-action [528].
events [341]. evergreens [363]. evolution
[457, 512, 298, 514, 350, 395]. examination
[525]. example [349, 131]. examples [122].
Exchange [263]. Executable [74, 25].
executing [455]. Execution

Facilitating [457]. facts [343].
Formal
Formalization [45]. Formalizing [338].
Formally [411, 143]. formula [85]. formulas [448]. formulation [179].
Framework
FreeRTOS [521]. FSAP [244]. FSAP/NuSMV [244]. FSAP/NuSMV-SA [244].


Haifa [339]. Handel [190]. Handel-C [190].
Hierarchies [166, 60, 431]. Hierarchical [103]. High [49, 200, 73, 358].
higher-order [550]. Highlights [177]. Hip [521]. Hip/Sleek [521]. HiPE [113].
History [511]. hit [341]. HOL [415].
Hoorn [38]. Hoorn-Kersenboogerd [38]. horizon [231]. human [336].
i-protocol [118]. identify [394]. IEEE

JAVA


multi-threaded [356]. multithreaded [220]. multiple [536].
multi-agent [293]. NASA [248]. Mobile [237, 73, 22, 149].
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Model-checking [247, 472, 86, 429, 68, 92, 131].
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Modelling [262, 283, 427, 73, 264, 387, 541,
260, 160, 455, 523]. Models [205, 487, 355,
416, 430, 49, 74, 390, 75, 129, 210, 348, 25].
Modular [267]. modules [191]. modulo [417].
monitor [248].
Monitoring [479, 412, 157, 443]. Montages [77].
MontiCore [381]. MOP [440].
MoTMoT [371]. MSC [459]. MSO [438].
MTL [243]. Multi [449, 293, 86].
multi-agent [293]. Multi-objective [449].
multi-threaded [86]. multiobjective [294].
multiple [536]. multiprocessor [68].
mutation [126].

280, 21, 267, 24, 282, 25, 22]. network [195].
networks [404, 341, 283, 242]. next [386].
nonlinear [417]. notation [77, 511].
NUSMV [46]. nutshell [10].

object [187, 109, 504, 455].
OCL [212]. ODE [417]. omega [433].
Open [503, 387, 471].
operational [190, 272, 261, 228]. operators [268]. opinions [29]. optimal [378].
optimization [83, 373, 449, 294].
optimizing [293, 292]. options [451].
overhead [443]. overview [188, 463, 440, 309]. OWL [251].

package [59]. PacoSuite [254]. PAG [17].
Paper [227, 186, 177, 170, 165, 139, 119, 193, 127].
Parallel [391, 173, 62, 320, 170, 431].
Partial-order [322, 167, 93]. passing [507].
past [297]. Path [408]. Path-oriented [408].
PathFinder [43]. pathways [74].
Pattern-based [205]. patterns [517, 15].
Paul [13]. peer [162]. peer-to-peer [162].
ISDN [306]. Lustre [349]. NuSMV-SA [244].
perspective [36]. perspectives [473, 450].


Template-based[493, 212]. technology[518].


System[196, 335, 68, 7, 72, 189, 539, 285, 325, 375, 113, 280, 474, 128, 140, 24, 453, 195, 141, 137].

System-level[196, 128]. System-on-chip[335]. systematic[537, 95, 516, 548].


testable[447]. Testing


Theorem[47, 48, 415]. theories[384].
together[232]. tolerance[313, 191]. too


ToolDAy[410]. toolkit[94]. Tools[469, 214, 260, 277, 265, 4, 188, 400, 543, 14, 80, 384, 6, 11, 185, 370, 548, 503, 334, 226, 515].

trail[167]. trajectories[544]. trajectory

98]. transactional[422]. transfer[47]. transformation[258, 373, 353, 370, 369].

transformational[550]. Transformations

249]. transition[158, 274, 169, 528].

translating[252]. translation[148, 85].
tree[435, 434]. trees[138]. trend[82].
trends[511, 458, 344]. TTCN


136, 490]. two-stage[490]. Type[164, 466].

Type-based[164, 466]. typed[550]. types

121]. typestate[442]. typing[116].

210, 211, 257]. UML-based [257]. UML/OCL [416]. understanding [41].
upon [247]. Uppaal [10]. Uppaal2k [79].
upper [217]. usability [388]. Usage [237].
use [357, 537]. user [355, 47, 5].
UWA [355].

V&V [540]. V2 [236]. Vacuity [96, 379].
vade [19]. Validating [210, 15]. Validation
[207, 129, 265, 27, 238, 336, 499, 72, 460, 137,
260, 45, 458, 119]. valued [406]. VAMP
[232]. variability [452, 451]. variables [7].
VBS [476]. vector [326, 69]. Verification
[499, 54, 83, 56, 48, 263, 18, 469, 239, 357,
232, 529, 12, 189, 383, 197, 181, 33, 229, 93,
105, 462, 135, 337, 138, 246, 519, 521, 413,
506, 112, 297, 520, 500, 191, 285, 66, 317, 69,
325, 510, 419, 104, 152, 67, 40, 318, 107, 103,
185, 518, 440, 61, 108, 210, 97, 169, 27, 183,
441, 144, 98, 431, 528, 248, 79, 439, 493, 19,
52, 296, 250, 151, 121, 339, 9, 509]. Verified
[384, 134]. verifier [231]. verifiers [38].
verify [106, 88, 444]. verifying
[205, 234, 541, 50, 150]. VeriTech [252].
version [511]. very [154]. VHDL [89]. via
[414, 520, 280, 178, 393, 534, 342, 502].
viable [475]. VIATRA2 [372]. view
[299, 47]. violation [399]. violations
[173, 392]. virtual [341, 364]. VIS [97].
Visualization [451, 400, 206]. vs [218].
VSE [51].

waves [363]. WCET [467]. weak [2].
weakest [414]. Web
[395, 400, 514, 239, 355, 316, 396, 75, 315, 314,
397, 472, 353, 350, 354, 198, 352, 308, 398].
Web-based [396, 75]. weight [67].
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